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Page 8: delete lines 1 to 8, and substitute the following:

"into the water and if, after having warned him, the policemen
fired on him, it seemed that if such an act would be justified if
the individual had in fact been trying to poison the town's water
supply, such an act should also be justified if the individual had
been throwing only some harmless substance into the water. For
how was the policeman to know whether the individual was in fact
pouring poison or only some harmless substance into the water?

"He pointed out that there seemed to be a certain confusion
in the lists given in the United Kingdom and French amendments;
all exceptions listed were justified because of danger to human
life, yet it was possible to distinguish between two different
categories: on the one hand, where the use of force was justified
in case of danger to human life, and on the other, where it was
justified on grounds of national security irrespective of whether
or not there was any danger to human life."